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Summary 
The adult hippocampus generates new granule cells (aGCs) with functional capabilities that convey unique forms 
of plasticity to the preexisting circuits. While early differentiation of adult radial glia-like neural stem cells (RGL) has 
been studied extensively, the molecular mechanisms guiding the maturation and functional integration of 
postmitotic neurons has remained unknown. Using single-nuclei RNA sequencing (snRNA-seq), we interrogated 
aGC differentiation and found multiple immature stages bearing increasing levels of effector genes supporting 
growth, excitability and synaptogenesis. We have also unveiled molecular features defining four distinct cellular 
states in the pathway to neurogenesis. Becoming a mature neuron involves transcriptional switches that shutdown 
pathways promoting cell growth, to activate programs that likely control neuronal homeostasis. In my talk, I will 
discuss these molecular features in the context of neuronal development, integration, and function. 
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